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ABSTRACT

Several technical problems are associated with the rolling-assisted biaxially-

textured substrates (RABiTS) method of fabricating long lengths of high-temperature

superconducting wire. For example, controlling or eliminating thermal grain-boundary

groove defects on the Ni base layer of the substrate is an important concern. Thermal

grooves on the surface of the Ni may have the potential to cause cracks or growth defects

to form in the buffer and superconducting layers which are epitaxially deposited on the Ni.

Thus, the effects of annealing time, equilibrium angle, and absolute misorientation angle

on thermal grain-boundary grooving in cube-textured nickel were investigated.

Small samples of RABiTS Ni were recrystallized at 800°C for times of 10, 30, 60,

and 120 minutes to produce dififirsion-induced thermal grooves on their surfaces. The

linear dimensions and equilibrium angles these grooves were measured using atomic force

microscopy. The misorientations of grains at triple point junctions were measured using

electron back-scatter diffraction, and the cube-texture of the samples was analyzed with x-

ray diffraction. Grain size measurements were also made on each sample.

The linear dimensions of grooves evolved with annealing time in accordance with

Mullins’ theory of thermal grooving. Average groove depths increased with increasing

equilibrium angle; however, there was only a slight tendency for groove depth to increase

with increasing absolute misorientation angle. In general, groove depths did not exceed

650 A. The cube texture and grain size of the samples were typical of RABiTS Ni.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 General Background

Superconductivity is a phenomenon characterized by the sudden disappearance of

all electrical resistance in a material at an exact temperature called the critical temperature

Tc} It was discovered by Kamerlingh-Oimes in 1911 when he observed that mercury

conducted electrical current without resistance at a temperature of 4.2 K.’ For almost

seventy-five years following this discovery, applications involving superconductors were

confined to very low temperatures near or at the boiling point of liquid helium (4.2 K)

because of their low critical temperatures ( Tc < 23 K).

A new class of superconducting materials with comparatively high transition

1,2temperatures was discovered by A. Bednorz and K.A. Muller (IBM, Zurich) in 1986.

These high-temperature superconductors (HTSs) are based on copper oxide compounds

and have TcS ranging fi-om approximately 38 K to 135 K. In fact, several of these

compounds remain superconducting near 100 K. One important compound, yttrium

barium copper oxide (YBCO), which is the subject of extensive research, superconducts

up to 92 K.^ Because YBCO has a transition temperature above 77 K, liquid nitrogen can

be used to cool it into the superconducting state. This is of great economic significance

because liquid nitrogen is fifty times less expensive than the liquid helium which is used to

1



cool low-temperature superconductors.^ Although the copper oxide superconductors with

Tc’s above 77 K bring superconductivity into the realm of practical applications, the

fabrication of these materials into useful conductors has proven to be challenging.

Two types of superconducting wire which have gained particular interest among

researchers are oxide-powder-in-tube (OPIT) tapes^'^ and coated conductors utilizing

rolling-assisted biaxially-textured substrates (RABiTS). The OPIT process (Figure 1.1)

consists of filling a silver tube with an oxide precursor powder, “thermomechanically”

drawing and rolling the tube into the desired shape, and heat treating the wire to produce

the superconductor from the precursor.^ Bismuth strontium calcium copper oxide (Bi-

2223), OPIT, superconducting tapes have transport critical current densities Jc’s of

approximately 10-30 x 10^ A/cm^ at 77 K in self-field.^ The critical current density is the

maximum current density that a superconductor can sustain without becoming

nonsuperconducting. The RABiTS process (Figure 1.2), which was pioneered by

researchers at the Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL), uses “thermomechanical

processes” to obtain a strong, biaxial texture (preferred grain orientation) in a base metal

5-8 Next, appropriate chemical and structural buffer layers, such as CeOa andsuch as Ni.

yttria-stabUized zirconia (YSZ), are epitaxially deposited on the base metal. Lastly, a

superconducting layer (usually YBCO) is epitaxially deposited on the completed RABiT

substrate. YBCO superconducting tapes produced by the RABiTS technique have Jc’s of

approximately 10^ A/cm^, 77 K, 0 T.7-9

Because of its high Tc (92 K) and ability to carry a supercurrent in large magnetic

fields, YBCO is one of the most desirable copper oxide materials for HTS wire

2
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fabrication. Unfortunately, problems with brittleness and weak links have made it difBeult

to manufacture long lengths of YBCO supereonducting wire.

The fraeture toughness Kic of YBCO is reported to be 1.8 MPaVw, compared to

50 MPaVw for steel.^ Fracture toughness is a material property which characterizes the

The low fracture toughness10,11
resistanee of a material to eraek propagation and fraeture.

of YBCO indicates that it is very brittle.

Weak links can severely degrade the U of YBCO. A weak link is essentially a

nonsuperconducting region, such as a high-angle grain boundary, within a supereonductor

that severely attenuates the supercurrent tunneling through it.^ Researehers have shown

that long-range eonduetion in a polycrystalline supereonductor occurs by the percolation

12-14
Thus, it isof current through a continuous network of low-angle grain boundaries.

important to reduee the number of high-angle grain boundaries in YBCO to promote

percolation. Fortunately, the development of RABiTS has addressed the problem of weak

links; however, the problem of brittleness remains.

1.2 Statement of the Problem

Mieroseopic examinations of HTS coated conductors based on RABiTS

sometimes reveal cracks in the YBCO layer and/or the buffer layers. Furthermore,

extensive networks of thermally grooved grain boundaries have been observed in the Ni

layer of RABiTS after annealing at 800°C. Occasionally, cracks and/or discontinuities in

the YBCO layer appear to follow grain boundaries in the Ni layer for short distances

15(Figure 1.3). Also, spurious growths of buffer layer material ean originate at the

4
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deposited on a YSZ/Ce02/Ni, RABiTS architecture.
Cracks/discontinuities in the YBCO layer follow nickel
grain boundaries.

Source: D. F. Lee (private communication).
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grooves during deposition. Clearly, cracks, discontinuities, or spurious growths

originating at thermal grooves in the Ni layer and propagating to the superconducting

layer would be detrimental to the physical and mechanical performance of the YBCO.

The axial, bending, and torsional loads that superconducting tapes will encounter during

preparation, handling, and service could worsen the problems caused by such features.

1.3 Objectives and Approach

The main objectives of the research presented in this thesis were: (1) to determine

the effects of annealing time, equilibrium angle, and absolute misorientation angle of

RABiTS nickel grains on thermal grooving at 800°C and (2) to characterize thermally

grooved grain boundaries in RABiTS nickel in order to determine their significance as

material defects. Also, the effects of annealing time on the formation of cube texture and

Ni grain size were investigated. By utilizing the results of this research, the processing of

RABiTS Ni may be modified to eliminate or minimize the formation of thermal grain

boundary grooved

Atomic force microscopy (AFM) was used to determine the size and geometry of

Ni grain-boundary grooves after annealing at 800°C for times of 10, 30, 60, and 120

minutes. Electron back-scatter diffraction (EBSD) was used to measure the absolute

misorientation of Ni grains at triple pomts previously examined with the AFM. The

sharpness of the cube texture in these samples was evaluated by generating x-ray

diffraction pole figures. Grain size measurements were made from optical micrographs of

the annealed Ni samples.
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CHAPTER 2

BACKGROUND AND LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 YBCO Superconducting Wire

Since its debut in 1987, researehers have made several attempts by various

teehniques to produee a high critical current density superconducting wire using yttrium

barium copper oxide (YBCO). Of the methods tried, only a few have been suceessflil.

For example, the OPIT process, which is used to make Bi-2223 conductors, does not

work with YBCO beeause it results in a polycrystalline supereonductor with poor grain

ahgnment and a large population of high-angle grain boundaries, which can behave as

weak links.^ In fact, Dimos et have shown with bicrystal experiments that the Jc of

YBCO is strongly dependent on grain-bovmdary misorientation angle. They discovered

that grain boundaries with misorientation angles exceeding 10° were weak links. Thus,

the suceess of any method used to make high-Jc, polyerystalline,  YBCO superconducting

tapes depends on its ability to produce a high degree of in-plane and out-of-plane grain

16alignment in the superconduetor. Two methods, ion-beam-assisted deposition

17,18(IB AD) and epitaxial deposition on rolling-assisted biaxially-textured substrates

(RABiTS), have successfully produced short lengths of high-Jc YBCO tapes. In this

study, only the RABiTS method is of interest.
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2.2 Rolling-Assisted Biaxially-Textured Substrates (RABiTS)

Recent work at the Oak Ridge National Laboratory has yielded a potential method

for producing high critical current density YBCO superconducting  wires. The technique.

known as RABiTS, involves the use of “industrially scaleable, thermomechanical

processes” to produce long lengths of smooth, flexible, cube-textured substrates of Ni or

5-8
Cu. Chemical and structural buffer layers, which may be noble metals such as Pd, Pt,

and Ag or oxides such as Ce02 and YSZ, are deposited on the textured base metal (see

5-9,19Figure 1.2). The YBCO superconductor is deposited on top of this multilayer

substrate system.

Rolling-assisted biaxially-textured substrates were developed to serve four critical

functions as related to the fabrication of YBCO superconducting wire. First, the metal

substrate provides the mechanical strength required of the wire. The superconductor is far

to weak and brittle to support itself in the form of a film. Secondly, the epitaxial

deposition of the superconductor on a sharply cube-textured metallic substrate minimizes

weak links by greatly reducing the number of high-angle grain boundaries formed during

5-8growth. Thirdly, the buffer layers grown on the metallic substrate serve to reduce the

atomic lattice mismatch between the metal and the superconductor  and thus reduce the

9,19stress induced during deposition. Lastly, RABiTS acts as a barrier to prevent Ni atoms

9,19fi-om diffusing into the YBCO. This is important because Ni will substitute for Cu in

the superconductor and degrade its superconductive properties. Ni is most commonly

chosen as the foundation of a RABiT substrate because it is more resistant to oxidation

8



than Cu, and it easily develops the {100} (001) cube texture necessary for the subsequent

6,9,19deposition of buffer layers and YBCO.

Producing biaxially-textured Ni substrates essentially consists of two major steps.

First, a polycrystalline rod of Ni (99.99% pure) with a random grain orientation is cold-

Goyal et al.^

and Makita et al.^^ have shown that a copper-type rolling texture is formed in Ni that is

5-9,19,20rolled to more than 90% deformation to form a 125 pm thick tape.

subjected to such large reductions. Figure 2.1 (a and b) shows (111) and (200) x-ray pole

figures which indicate this rolling texture in as-rolled, high purity Ni. The copper-type

10,22 •
irolling texture, which is dependent on the amount and type of reduction. s essential to

the complete formation of the desired cube texture during the next step, recrystallization.

This is accomplished by annealing the Ni in the temperature range of 400 to 1000°C.

After recrystaUization, the grain diameter and the thickness of the tape are usually about

5-8the same (~ 125 pm). Figure 2.1 (c and d) shows (111) and (200) x-ray pole figures for

recrystallized Ni which was annealed for 4 hours at 1000°C in a high vacuum.^ A sheet or

thin tape of fee metal with a refined cube texture as shown in Figure 2.1 (c and d) is

practically a single crystal because the cube axes of the grains are highly aligned with the

23,24rolling, transverse, and normal directions of the tape (Figure 2.2).

Following the preparation of the biaxially-textured Ni, metallic and/or ceramic

buffer layers are deposited. Figure 2.3 shows RABiTS architectures developed at ORNL

that employ several different buffer layer systems. These epitaxially deposited

intermediate layers are expected to transfer the biaxial texture of the Ni to the

superconductor. One commonly used buffer layer combination is that of Ce02 and YSZ.

9
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Figure 2.1. (a and b) (111) and (200) x-ray pole figures showing a copper-type texture
in 99.99% Ni sheet after rolling to > 90% reduction, (c and d) (111) and (200) x-ray
pole figures for the same sheet after recrystallization at 1000°C for 4 hr. showing the
development of a strong cube texture.

Source: A. Goyal, D. P. Norton, D. K. Christen, E. D. Specht, M. Paranthaman, D. M.
Kroeger, J. D. Budai, Q. He, F. A. List, R. Feenstra, H. R. Kerchner, D. F. Lee, E.
Hatfield, P. M. Martin, J. Mathis, and C. Park, Appl. Supercond. 4, 403 (1998).
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Figure 2.2. Schematic diagram of cube texture in  a metal sheet.

Source:

Mathematical Methods (Butterworths, London, 1982).
H.-J. Bunge, Texture Analysis in Material Science:
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Y123 Ce02 YSZ Y123

Ag Ag YSZCeOj

Pd Pd CeOjPd

NiNi Ni Ni
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Figure 2.3 Cross-sectional schematics of four RABiT multilayer
structures.

Source: A. Goyal, D. P. Norton, D. K. Christen, E. D. Specht, M.
Paranthaman, D. M. Kroeger, J. D. Budai, Q. He, F. A. List, R.
Feenstra, H. R. Kerchner, D. F. Lee, E. Hatfield, P. M. Martin, J.
Mathis, and C. Park, Appl. Supercond. 4, 403 (1998).
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Such layers, which can be 50 - 4000 A thick each, are typically deposited by electron beam

evaporation or r.f. sputtering, but pulsed laser ablation has also been used.

2.3 Thermally Activated Grain-Boundary Grooving

Because the surface condition of a biaxially-textured Ni substrate can affect the

quality of the layers deposited on it, a great interest in surface defects has arisen. One

defect which is fairly abundant on the surface of biaxially-textured Ni after recrystallization

at 800°C is the thermal grain-boundary groove. In order to help preserve the physical and

mechanical properties of the YBCO superconductor, the formation of grain-boundary

grooves should be controlled or eliminated. The first step in controlling these grooves is

to better understand what factors affect their formation and growth.

Mullins^^’^^ recognized that grooves may develop on the surface of a

polycrystalline material during high temperature annealing where grain boundaries meet

the fi-ee surface of the specimen. Surface tension forces, which cause grain boundaries to

minimize their free energies by reducing their surface areas, are responsible for the

evolution of grooves.^^ Figure 2.4 shows a diagram of a symmetrical groove and depicts

the necessary balance of surface energies at the boundary. As discussed in Read-Hill,^’ the

balance of the vertical components of the surface energies is given by:

e
Yb =2y^cos- (2.1)

where

Yb - grain-boimdary energy
Ysv = the solid-vapor interfacial (fi-ee surface) energy
9 = the dihedral angle formed at the groove root

12
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Figure 2.4 Diagram of a symmetrical, thermal grain-boimdary groove
showing the balance of surface energies at the boimdaiy'.
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and 0 is related to the equilibrium angle or by

0=m-2a (2.2)

In Equation 2.1, the effect of interfacial torques, which tend to rotate grain boundaries

into low energy orientations,^* has been neglected. The omission is permissible because

interfacial torques are very small or nonexistent at the symmetrical intersection of a grain

Thus, they will not significantly affect the balance of28boxmdary and a free surface.

surface tensions at the intersection.

29Gjostein and Rhines have shown in their grain-boundary misorientation

experiments with copper bicrystals that Equation 2.1 can be used successfully to calculate

Yb from measurements of 6. They also discovered that only symmetrical grooves gave

reproducible values of 0. Figure 2.5 shows how relative grain-boundary energy depends

on the misorientation angle 6>for [001] tilt boundaries in copper.

Mullins^^ developed a theory of thermal grooving and calculated the time-

dependent profiles of symmetrical grooves formed by surface difilision and evaporation-

condensation (Figure 2.6). His theory suggests that surface difiusion is dominant during

the initial formation of a thermal groove but that its relative importance decreases as the

groove grows. Because the equilibrium angle a is quickly formed by the difiusion of

atoms in the grain boundary-free surface intersection, curved ridges form on either side of

the groove (see Figure 2.4). These convex ridges create curvature gradients which drive

the surface difiusion of material. As the ridges level out due to preferential evaporation

and/or surface difiusion, the equilibrium angle is disrupted, and the groove deepens to

maintain its equilibrium shape.

29

25
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In forming his theory of thermal grooving, Mullins arrived at a “closed-form

solution” to the curvature-driven, surface-difiusion problem by linearizing his “nonlinear

partial differential equation” for describing the development of the surface-diflusion

30 His solution is restricted to surfaces which are virtually flat, i.e., wheregroove profile.

25,30 From his solution, Mullins derived two “kineticthe slope of a groove profile is small.

5,30 for calculating the dimensions of a symmetrical grain-boundary groove. The firstlaws

gives the groove depth d, measured with reference to the surface maxima. For a diSlision-

25induced groove, the relation is:

1

d = (2.3)

where t is time in seconds, m is the slope of the surface at the groove root given by

(2.4)m = tan a

and B is defined by

B = (2.5)
kT

where

Ds = the coeflBcient of surface diffusion

Yiv == the surface fi-ee energy per surface area
Q = the molecular volume

V = the number of atoms per unit area
k = the Boltzmann constant

T = the absolute temperature in K

The second equation yields the width w of a groove, which is measured between the two

surface maxima. The width is given by^^

1

w = A.6{BtY (2.6)
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where B and t have the same definitions as in the equation for depth. As can be seen, the

width of a difilision-induced groove is independent of slope and is thus not related to the

dihedral angle. However, both the depth and width of a diSusion-induced groove are !

proportional to {BtY. Thus, for a specific slope, the shape of a groove is iudependent of

31
time.

For grooves formed by condensation-evaporation, Mullins showed that the time

and slope-dependent groove depth d is given

1

d = \.Um{Aty (2.7)

where t is time in seconds, m is the slope of the groove, and A is defined by

sv
A = (2.8)

{iTtMYikT)^

where po is the vapor pressure in equilibrium with a plane surface, and M is the weight of a

molecule. The variables Q, k, and Thave the same definitions as in Equation 2.5. As

with the dtfiusion-induced groove profile, the shape of the evaporation-condensation

groove profile is time-independent.

Zhang and Schneibel^” developed a numerical solution to “Mullins’ 4**' order,

nonlinear partial differential equation for surface mass transport,” and simulated grain

boundary grooving using a computer. They generated profiles of diffusion-induced

grooves based on their numerical solution and compared them to profiles generated using

Mullins’ linearized solution. When the computer was used to numerically evaluate

Mullins’ analytical solution at small values of Bt, instabilities arose in the profiles that were

17



generated (Figure 2.7). These instabilities were more severe for a slope wj = 1.0 than for

w = 0.1. Zhang and Schneibel attributed this instability to the finite numerical precision of

the computer used in their computations. The computer essentially cut off the higher

order terms of Mullins’ infinite series solution. Despite this problem. Figure 2.8 (a) shows

that the solution of Zhang and Schneibel is in excellent agreement with Mullins’ solution

for calculations of groove depth when groove slopes are small {m < 0.2). Also, Figure 2.8

30(b), shows that groove width is independent of slope. The numerical simulation confirms

the validity of Mullins’ solution for calculating thermal groove profiles formed by surface

diSlision when the grooves have small slopes, and it justifies the use of Equations 2.3 and

2.6 for estimating groove depth and width, respectively.

According to Read-Hill,^’ thermal grooving can affect normal grain growth in a

polycrystalline material by pinning grain boundaries. If the average grain size of a

polycrystal is small with respect to the specimen thickness, the effect of grooving on grain

growth Avill be negligible. On the other hand, if grains are large, i.e., with a diameter

approximately equal to the specimen thickness, the rate of grain growth will probably be

27reduced by boundary pinning.

MuUins^^ has argued that the pinning of a particular boundary depends on the angle

6o that the grain boundary plane makes with the perpendicular to the surface of the

sample. In Figure 2.9, a thermal groove is depicted as a rigid, fixed “V-notch.” If a grain

boundary lies in the area between the solid lines  a and b in the diagram, it will be pinned to

the groove notch. The boundary cannot move away fi:om the groove because it must

lengthen in the process, increasing its fi'ee energy. This is not thermodynamically

18
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Figure 2.9 Diagram of boundary anchoring at a V-notch.

Source: W. W. Mullins, Acta Met. 6, 414 (1958).
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favorable. However, a grain boundary lying outside the region bounded by lines a and b

can escape from the groove, shrink, and reduce its energy. Because the pinning of a grain

boundary at a groove depends only on 6o and not the groove depth, even shallow grooves

26can retard grain growth.

2.4 Grain-Boundary Misorientation

Because grain-boundary energy ultimately determines the growth rate of a thermal

groove at a fixed temperature in a specific atmosphere, the ability to control grain

boundary energy by manipulating the orientation of grains would be useful in controlling

grooving in cube-textmed Ni. Presumably, reducing the absolute misorientation angles

between Ni grains would decrease grain-boimdary energies and thus decrease grooving

during the recrystallization heat treatment necessary to produce cube texture.

As discussed in Porter and Easterling,^^ the disorientation of any two bordering

grains in a polyciystalline material may be described in terms of a misorientation angle a

and a single axis of rotation. By rotating one of the grains about the axis of rotation

through the misorientation angle, the lattices of the grains can be aligned. In most

instances, there is a complex orientation relationship between the axis of rotation and the

grain-boundary plane or either lattice. However, there are two types of boundary, the

pure tilt bovmdary and the p\ire twist boundary, where the axis of rotation has a simple

orientation (Figure 2.10). For a tilt boimdary, the axis of rotation is parallel to the

boundary plane. In contrast, the axis of rotation of a twist boundary is perpendicular to

32the boundary plane.
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In instances where the orientation of the rotation axis is complex, the

24,33misorientation of grains can be determined by using a method described by Bunge and

4,34Bollman’s theory. In this approach, the Euler angles and ̂  are used to define a

rotation matrbc g which describes the orientation of the crystal coordinate system

4,24,33,35Kb(x', y\ z') in terms of the specimen coordinate system Ka{x, y, z). The rotation

matrix g is the product of the three Euler rotation matrices necessary to transform the

sample coordinate system into the final orientation of the crystal coordinate system. The

rotation matrix is defined as follows:^'*’^^

cos^^i cos^2 “ sin^j sin^j sin^, cos^2 + cos^j sin^2 cos^ sin ̂ 2 sin^
g = -cos^^, sin^2 “ sin^, cos^2 cos^ -sin^, sin^2 cos^, cos^2 cos^ cos^2 sin^

sin^, sin^ -cos^i sin^ cos^

(2.9)

Figure 2.11 defines the Euler angles by illustrating the sequence of rotations involved in

the transformation. As described by Bunge^^ and Goyal et the crystal coordinate

system and the sample coordinate system are initially aligned. Next, the crystal coordinate

system is rotated about the crystal z' axis through <l>\ in the range 0 < ̂  < 2:1. Then, it is

rotated about the crystal x' axis through ̂  in the range 0 < ̂  < 7t. Finally, it is rotated

33,35about the crystal z' axis through ̂  in the range  0 < ̂  < 2:i.

orientations obtained fi-om this process can be used to calculate grain-boundary

misorientation angles. For example, the absolute misorientation angle between two grains

can be determined Jfrom the misorientation matrbc gl2 = gr'g2 where gl and g2 are the

absolute orientations of grains 1 and 2, respectively.'*’^'*’^^

The absolute grain
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(C)

Figure 2.11 Illustrations of the Euler angle rotations which describe
the final orientation of a crystal coordinate system Kb with respect to
the sample coordinate system Ka- (a) Kb is aligned with Ka^ (b)
rotation about z', (c) rotation ̂  about x', and (d) rotation ̂ ^5 about z'.

Source; A. Goyal, E. D. Specht, D. M. Kroeger and T. A. Mason,
Appl. Phys. Lett. 68, 711 (1996).
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CHAPTER 3

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

3.1 Material

For this research, a length of RABiTS tape previously prepared by Dr. Amit Goyal

and Ed Hatfield of Oak Ridge National Laboratory was obtained in the as-rolled

condition. The tape was rolled fi-om a randomly oriented, polycrystalline rod of 99.99%

pure Ni and had a final thickness of 125 pm. A highly polished surface was achieved fi'om

the rolling process. For record keeping purposes, this material was designated S-30.

3.2 Sample Preparation

For examination with the atomic force microscope, small samples were cut from a

large piece of S-30 tape. In the first step of the preparation process, an “X” was scratched

in a comer of one side of the large piece of tape. Then, a permanent marker and a straight

edge were used to draw lines across the width of the tape every 3 mm, marking the pieces

to be cut off. An “X” was also scratched near each edge of the sample pieces to be

removed on the same side that the large tape was marked with an “X”. This was done so

that an identical side of each sample (“X” or no “X”) could identified and examined at any

time during the experiment. Thus, any variations in the microstmcture between the two

polished surfaces of the tape could not affect the experimental results. Next, a table-top
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shear was used to remove the samples from the large tape by making cuts perpendicular to

the rolling direction of the tape, and the rough edges of the sample pieces were trimmed

off. Lastly, the 3mm wide sample pieces were cut parallel to the rolling direction to form

halves, each with a length of approximately 12 mm.

After sectioning the tape, the samples were cleaned by dipping them into acetone

and then pure ethanol. To minimize spotting, a heat gun was carefully used to evaporate

the ethanol.

A Lindberg model 55332, ultra-high vacuum, tube furnace was used to anneal the

as-rolled Ni and thereby obtain the desired cube texture. With the “X”-sides facing

upward, the samples were placed in an annealing boat made of tantalum metal (a very

strong oxygen getter) to reduce the possibility of oxidation during annealing. Also, before

annealing, the furnace was closed and preheated to remove water vapor. Samples were

annealed for 10, 30, 60, and 120 minutes at 600 and 800°C and for 10 and 30 minutes at

1000°C. Temperature profiles were recorded using  a platinum-10% rhodium vs. platinum

(type-s) thermocouple and a Gould model 15-4628-10 chart recorder. An appropriate 120

pV room temperature correction was applied to the recorder data. To prevent oxidation.

the samples were allowed to cool slowly imder vacuum in the furnace after the power was

turned off. A typical annealing cycle is plotted in Figure 3.1. The flat portion of the graph

represents the annealing time.

Using silver paint as an adhesive, each sample was mounted on a 25 mm diameter.

Hitachi SEM sample stub after the annealing process. The samples were then placed one

at a time in a Nano II nanoindenter, and a square array of 121 indentions was
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automatically made in the center of the surface of each specimen. The indentations were

spaced every 200 pm in the x and y-directions and formed a 100 element array of squares

which was used to position the tip of the AFM and to catalog the position of triple points

examined with the AFM. The shape of the indented array is shown in Figure 3.2, and

actual indentations in the surface of a sample are shown in Figure 3.3. Finally, after the

indentation routine was completed, the arrays were examined for completeness, and the

samples were removed from the nanoindenter.

3.3 AFM Measurements

After being removed from the nanoindenter, the samples were examined using a

Park Scientific, Auto Probe XL, atomic force microscope. For reliability, the instrument

was operated in contact mode. Also, prior to collecting any scan images, the 100 pm

AFM scanner was calibrated. This was done by obtaining dimensional standards for

calibrating the measurements made by the AFM in the x (width), y (length), and z (height)

directions and using them to adjust the response of the scanner. Scanning parameters

(Table 3.1.) were adjusted and optimized by scanning standards and samples.

A 9.9 pm grid calibration grating and a 1.0 pm periodic grating were used to

calibrate the x and y response in high power mode. The calibration procedure outlined in

the Auto Probe user’s guide^^ was followed precisely. After the calibration, the error in

these measurements due to the scanner response was found to be only 0.6%. To calibrate

the z response, four different step height standards were used. The specifications for these

standards are listed in Table 3.2. A Tencor, Alpha-Step 500 profilometer was used to
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Table 3.1. Optimal scanning parameters for imaging triple
points in RABiTS Ni with the Park Scientific AutoProbe XL
atomic force microscope.

Probe Type

Imaging Mode

Fast Scan Direction

Contact

Topogaphic
X

X Scan Right to left

No. of Columns 256

No. of Rows 256

X Scan Size (pm) 10.6

Y Scan Size (pm)
X Scan Rate (Hz)

10.6

0.25

Z Frequency Response (Hz)
Z Gain

800

7.00

Tip Force (nN) -300 to -100

Table 3.2 Specifications for AFM calibration standards.

Step Size (A)Standard Type Manufacturer Tolerance (A)
Step - Ce02/Ni ORNL 1000 N/A

Square Pits - Si02 Digital Instruments 1936 ±63

Step - Si/Si02 Tencor Instruments 8140 N/A

Step - Si/Si02 Tencor Instruments 9120 N/A
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confirm the step height of the 1000, 8140, and 9120 A standards. The x-y linear resolution

of the profilometer was not sufficient to confirm the depth of the pits in the 193.6 nm

VLSI standard.

The z-piezo response of the AFM was found to be nonlinear, and the measurement

error in the z direction increased with increasing step height. This behavior is shown in

Figure 3.4 with a 2"‘^-order polynomial fit to the response data. Due to this effect and

because measurements were to be made on grain-boundary grooves expected to range

fi-om 100 to 2000 A in depth, the z-piezo response was calibrated to the 193.6 nm ± 6.3

nm VLSI standard so that the measurements could be made with little or no correction.

Also, the step height of this standard was known with the greatest accuracy. As a final

calibration step, a noise test was run on the AFM which revealed that there was electrical

noise in the feedback system with an amplitude of approximately 5 A rms. Lastly, the

manufacturer-reported control resolution^’ of the AFM electronics and mechanics in the z

direction is the z range on the image divided by 2*®. For the measurements made in this

study, this is a very small fraction of an Angstrom («0.005 - 0.010 A) and is not the

limiting factor for the overall resolution of the AFM.

Following the calibration, the AFM was used in topographic (constant force) mode

to image randomly selected, thermally grooved, grain-boundary triple points. By scanning

triple points, three grain boundary grooves were imaged in every scan. To minimize the

effects of thermal drift, samples were placed in the AFM at least two hours prior to

scanning. Also, to minimize the visual impact of rolling lines in the scans, the fast scan

direction was oriented parallel to the rolling direction of the samples. Orienting the fast
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scan direction perpendicular to rolling lines would cause the tip to “jump” or “bounce'

over such raised features.

Starting at the bottom, left element of the nanoindented array (see Figure 3.2), one

grain-boundary triple point in every other square for half of the array on each specimen

was imaged in a 10.6 x 10.6 pm, 256 x 256 pbcel, line scan, producing twenty-five scans

per sample. First, using the optical microscope attached to the AFM, a triple point was

selected within the element of interest. Then, the tip was lowered and made to scan a

single line continuously (right to left) in order to adjust the scanning force. Typically, this

force was -100 to -300 nN and was extremely dependent on the sample. So that the

specific triple points which had been scanned could be found on the samples at a later

time, sketches were made of the grain-boundary networks within the array elements, and

the triple points were marked. The images fi'om each sample were stored in a computer

database for later analysis.

Before any measurements of grain-boundary groove dimensions were made, it was

necessary to digitally process the AFM images previously collected. The processing

involved using the PSI ProScan Image Processing (ver. 1.10) computer program to apply a

O^-order flattening routine which removed slope from the images without distorting the

critical data. The removal of slope from the images was essential in order to make

accurate, reliable measurements of grain-boundary depth, width, and equilibrium angle.

The ProScan Image Processing computer program was also used to perform

measurements of grain-boimdary groove dimensions,

were drawn across the grain boimdaries in a two-dimensional scanned image which

Electronic” cross sectional lines

was
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displayed on a computer monitor, and point markers were used to make individual

measurements of depth, width, and equilibrium angle along the corresponding profile of

the surface topography. Figure 3.5 (a, b, c, and d) depicts how a cross sectional line was

drawn and how the measurements were made. Five sets of measurements were made

along the length of each grain-boimdary groove joining at a triple point. The data were

recorded and later analyzed and plotted.

3.4 EBSD Analysis

Electron back-scattered dififraction (EBSD) was used to determine the absolute

misorientation angle between each of the Ni grains imaged in the AFM scans. Data were

collected using a Philips XL-30 Field-Emission SEM equipped with a silicon intensified

target camera (SIT). Each sample was placed in the SEM and tilted toward the camera at

70° to the incident electron beam. The triple points which had been previously imaged

with the AFM were located by navigating the nanoindented array and referring to the

sketches of the gram-boundary networks. Once a particular triple point was foxmd, the

dififraction patterns of the adjoining grains were collected and indexed using orientation

image microscopy (OIM) software. Also, a micrograph of the triple point was made and

stored. The absolute orientation of each grain was determined from the indexed

.4,34dififraction patterns and stored in a computer database. BoUman’s theory was used to

determine the grain-boundary misorientation between two bordering grains.

Crystallographically, there may be many symmetrically equivalent forms of the angle/axis
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of misorientation. Thus, the disorientation is characterized by the form with “the smallest

,yt,35positive misorientation angle.

3.5 X-ray Diffraction Analysis

X-ray diffraction pole figures were generated to characterize the cube texture of

samples which had been examined using atomic force microscopy and electron back-

scatter diffraction. A Picker, 4-circle, x-ray diffractometer with a Cukq source and a

graphite diffracted beam monochromator was used to generate a pole figure fi-om the

800°C, 10 min. specimen. The Picker was operated at 40 kV and 10 mA. Because the

Picker later failed, a Huber diffractometer with  a Cukk rotating anode source and a

graphite incident beam monochromator was used to obtain pole figures from the 800°C,

30, 60 and 120 min. samples. This machine was operated at 50 kV and 40 mA. The pole

figures from the two machines are comparable.

Before being placed in a diffractometer, a sample was carefully removed from its

SEM sample stub and magnetically mounted on a sample oscillator. The position of the

sample on the oscillator was adjusted so that the x-ray beam would impinge only on the

sample. Next, the sample was placed in the goniometer, and the diffractometer x-ray

source was energized. The pole figure routine was initiated on the data acquisition

computer, and a pole figure was collected. Finally, the data were archived. This

procedure was repeated for each sample.
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3.6 Grain Size Measurements

ASTM Specification E 112-96 was used as the guideline for making measurements

of grain size. First, the samples were etched using glyceregia, consisting of 15 ml HCl, 5

38ml HNO3, and 15 ml glycerin. The etchant was applied with a cotton swab for 90

seconds and then washed off with water. The samples were then cleaned with ethanol and

dried with a heat gun. Next, a Nikon Microphot-SA, light microscope was used to make

bright-field photomicrographs of the surface of each sample. For each sample, five blindly

selected fields were photographed at 100 X using Polaroid Type 55 film. The Abrams

three-circle method for determining grain size was applied to these five different fields and

grain-boundary intersections were coimted. Then, the mean lineal intercept, its mean

value, its standard deviation, 95% confidence limit, and percent relative accuracy were

calculated. Finally, the grain size was calculated.
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CHAPTER 4

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

4.1 Qualitative Observations of Thermal Grooving in Cube-Textured Ni

In this study, some important qualitative observations were made concerning

thermal grain-boundary grooving on thin strips of cube-textured nickel. In this section.

thermal groove morphologies, the continuity of groove networks, and an annealing

phenomenon are discussed.

Difiusion-induced thermal grooves were observed in AFM scans of several nickel

specimens. Such grooves are formed during high temperature annealing by the surface

diffusion of atoms away from the intersection of the grain boundary with the surface.

Figure 4.1 (a and b) shows two views of an AFM scan of difiusion-induced grooves at a

triple point. Clearly, these grooves exhibit the characteristic,  difl^ision-induced, convex

ridges adjacent to the grain boundary-surface intersections. Diffusion-induced grooves

were found on samples that had been annealed at 600 and 800°C. However, in the 600° C

samples, no diffusion-induced grooves were observed at 10 minutes of annealing, and only

faint grooves were found sporadically distributed on the surfaces of specimens annealed

for 30, 60, and 120 minutes. In the 800°C samples, complete networks of well defined

diffusion-induced grooves were found at all annealing times (Figure 4.2).
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On some samples, thermal grooves were observed to be highly faceted and did not

exhibit the characteristics of drfihision-induced grooves. These faceted grooves were

found on samples annealed at 800°C for 30, 60, and 120 minutes and on samples annealed

for 10 and 30 minutes at 1000°C. Two views of an AFM scan of faceted grooves are

shown in Figure 4.3 (a and b). It is notable that the interior surfaces of the adjacent grains

are also faceted. The grooves and interior facets are thought to be formed by the

evaporation of surface atoms to a vacuum environment during high temperature annealing.

At annealing temperatures of 800 and 1000°C, faceted grooves formed well defined.

complete networks. Interestingly, faceting and diSusion-induced grooving were not found

to occur together.

An examination of samples with the AFM immediately after the annealing process

revealed a very interesting and important annealing phenomenon. For samples annealed at

a temperature of 800°C, diSusion-induced grooves were observed to always form on the

side of a sample that faced the annealing boat, and faceting always occurred on the side

that faced away from the boat. Thus, it may be hypothesized that the local atmospheres in

contact with either side of a sample during annealing differed substantially. As a result.

the mode of groove formation on each side of a particular sample also differed.

In the case of a sample surface facing the annealing boat, evaporated Ni atoms

became trapped between the sample and the boat. Because of this effect, the metal

surface quickly reached quasi-equilibrium with its vapor, and ftirther evaporation of atoms

from the surface was minimal. Thus, groove formation was controlled by surface

diffusion, and diffusion-induced grooves formed on the boat-side of the sample.
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In contrast, for a sample surface facing away from the boat and toward vacuum, the metal

surface was never able to reach equilibrium with its vapor, and Ni atoms evaporated

continuously. The evaporation of surface atoms led to the formation of faceted thermal

grooves and grain surfaces.

A faceted Ni surface would be unsuitable for the subsequent deposition of buffer

layers because of the large quantity of sharp ridges present. The ridges, which are

frequently observed to be 100 A high, would likely act as surface defects and contribute to

the cracking and/or delamination of layers deposited on the cube-textured Ni. In contrast.

the smooth Ni surface formed by the surface diffusion of atoms would probably be a

superior substrate for the epitaxial growth of oxide layers. In this case, diffusion-induced

grain-boundary grooves would be the only defects. Thus, only diffusion-induced grooves

warrant further analysis in this study.

In addition, it should be noted that faceting precludes the possibility of making

reliable measurements of groove width, depth, and equilibrium angle. For a faceted

groove, convex surface maxima do not exist, and thus depth and width can not truly be

defined. Also, the equilibrium angle is likely to change suddenly along the length of a

faceted groove, preventing it from being accurately measured.

Because diffusion-induced grooves were not very prominent on samples which

were annealed at 600°C, and only faceted grooves formed at 1000°C, measurements of

groove dimensions were only made on the 800°C samples. Diffiision-induced grooves

were large enough on the 800°C samples to be located with the optical microscopes on

the nanoindenter and the AFM. Concerning the 600°C samples, grooves could not be
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seen easily with the AFM optical microscope, making the positioning of the AFM tip for

measurements very difficult or impossible.

4.2 Effect of Annealing Time on Thermal Groove Dimensions

For the samples annealed at 800°C, the discrete measurements of groove depth

and width made with the AFM were used to calculate the average depth and width of each

thermal groove that was analyzed. This was done to obtain the best estimate of the true

depth or width for each groove. These averages were used to generate distribution plots

of depth and width for annealing times of 10, 30, 60 and 120 minutes. The histograms in

Figure 4.4 (a, b, c, and d) and Figure 4.5 (a, b, c, and d) illustrate the changes in the

distribution of grain-boimdary groove widths and depths, respectively, with increasing

annealing time. Gaussian curves were fitted to each of the histograms, and the correlation

coefficient R for each fit indicates good agreement with the data. Furthermore, this

indicates that the distributions are essentially normal. Also, from these histograms, it can

be seen that the width and depth distributions broaden with time and that the mean of

these distributions increases with time. For the 10, 30, 60 and 120 minute histograms of

Figure 4.4, the mean values of groove width are 1.25, 1.46, 1.78, and 1.68 pm.

respectively. Also, for the 10, 30, 60, and 120 minute histograms in Figure 4.5, the mean

depths are 180, 237, 241, and 292 A, respectively. The maximum depth measured in the

experiment was about 650 A; however, grooves with depths exceeding 1500 A were

occasionally found during casual microscopic observations. These deep grooves usually

occurred aroimd grains with a diameter of 10-20 pm.
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A close examination of the mean, groove width and depth data reveals that the

magnitudes of these dimensions increase with time in accordance with Mullins’ theory^^ of

groove growth by surface difiusion. In Figure 4.6, the mean widths are plotted against

time, and a curve is fitted to the data using an equation with the general form of Equation

2.6 as follows:

y = a*{xY (4.1)

where

y = groove width (cm)
X = the independent variable, time (s)

a = the coefficient, A.6B^ (cm/s*^"*)

As can be seen, the curve fit is in good agreement with the data. Using Equation 4.1 to fit

a curve to the mean groove depths also produces good results (Figure 4.7). In this case

y = groove depth (cm)
jc = the independent variable, time (s)

]_

fl = the coefficient, 0.973mB^ (cm/s*^^)

Also, to show that the deepening of grooves in this experiment was driven by surface

difiusion and not evaporation-condensation, the data in Figure 4.7 is fitted with an

equation of the general form of Equation 2.7:

y = b*{xy (4.2)

where

y = groove depth (cm)
JC = the independent variable, time (s)

6 = the coefficient, \.\3mA'^ (cm/s‘^^)
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It is readily apparent that the curve fit calculated with Equation 4.2 does not agree with

the data as well as the curve fit given by Equation 4.1. This strongly indicates that the

deepening of grooves is difiusion-induced.

From the data presented in Figures 4.6 and 4.7, it can be seen that the growth of a

groove is initially very rapid. In fact, considering the curve fit in Figure 4.7 for the

surface-diflusion growth of grooves, the average depth of a groove after 30 minutes of

annealing is 71% of its depth after 2 hours of annealing. Thus, one method of minimizing

thermal grooving in RABiTS Ni would be to use the absolute shortest annealing time

which produces a sharp cube texture.

4.3 Effect of Equilibrium Angle on Groove Depth

Another factor which profoimdly affects the deepening of a thermal groove is the

magnitude of the equilibrium angle a of the groove. The equilibrium angle is related to

the slope m of the surface at the groove root (see Equation 2.4), and from Equation 2.3, it

can be seen that an increase in the value of m will result in an increase in the groove depth

if the variables B and t remain the same.

The plotted data in Figure 4.8 (a, b, c, and d) show the relationship between

average groove depth and equilibrium angle for the samples annealed at 800°C. A linear

curve fit is applied to the data in each of the graphs and forced through the origin.

Generally, groove depth increases with increasing equilibrium angle for each annealing

time. Also, with the exception of the graph in Figure 4.8 (d), the curve fit to the data

tends to rotate about the origin in a counterclockwise direction as time increases. Because
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grain-boundary energy increases with increasing equilibriiun angle in the range 0° < a <

90°, grooves with larger equilibrium angles grow more rapidly. Thus, the slope of the line

fit must increase with time. Scatter in the data due to uncertainties associated with

calculating mean groove depths and experimental errors may account for the decrease in

the slope of the line fit in Figure 4.8 (d). Experimental errors and uncertainties related to

AFM measurements are discussed in the Appendbc.

The relationship between groove growth rate and the slope m (or the equilibrium

angle or) can be obtained m a simple manner. By differentiating Equation 2.3 with respect

to time, the instantaneous growth rate d' (cm/s) of a diffusion-induced thermal groove is

given as follows:

d' = Q2A?>mB~U ̂ (4.3)

From Equation 4.3, it is apparent that an increase in the slope m will increase the rate of

grooving if B and t are constants. Figure 4.9 is  a plot of calculated, instantaneous growth

rates at 800°C as a function of m and as a function of a for f = 600, 1800, 3600, and 7200

,-22 cm'*s '. The magnitude of B was estimated by using theseconds and B - 4.53 x 10

results of the curve fit in Figure 4.6 and Equations 2.6 and 4.1.

4.4 Effect of Absolute Misorientation Angle on Groove Depth

Several AFM scans, EBSD patterns, and SEM images were examined in order to

determine if absolute misorientation angle would affect the final depth of a groove formed

during high temperature annealing. The SEM images (Figure 4.10) were used to match

the indexed EBSD patterns with the grains from which they were collected. Then, they
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Figure 4.10. SEM image of the triple point shown in Figure
4.1. Images like this were used to match EBSD patterns with
Ni grains. This image is rotated clockwise 90° with respect
to the 2-D image in Figure 4.1 (a).
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were matched with their corresponding AFM scans, which were used to measure groove

depth. The absolute orientations of grains were determined from the indexed patterns, and

Bollman’s theory'*’^'* was used to calculate absolute misorientation angles between grains.

The misorientation angles were then related to the corresponding groove depths.

Figures 4.11 (a, b, c, and d) are plots of average groove depth versus absolute

misorientation angle (< 15°) for Ni samples annealed at 800°C for 10, 30, 60, and 120

minutes. The data in these plots may appear to be randomly scattered, but there seems to

be a tendency for the average groove depth to increase with increasing absolute

misorientation angle. The large scatter in the data may be due to an inability of absolute

misorientation angle to accurately represent the energy associated with any specific grain-

boundary in the low angle regime. For example, the orientation of the grain-boundary

plane relative to two adjoining crystals can affect the grain-boimdary energy independently

of the absolute misorientation angle. Therefore, it may be necessary to use another

measurement of the grain misorientation to completely describe the grain-boundary energy

associated with a thermal groove.

Another interesting observation is that there is also no apparent reduction in the

scatter of the data in Figure 4.11 with increasing annealing time. This may indicate, in

general, that grain-boundary planes move into their lowest energy configuration in a short

time during annealing. Thus, their effect on grain boundary energy is fairly constant with

time, and there is always an energy contribution due to grain-boundary plane orientation

to the total grain-boundary energy.
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4.5 Texture Analysis

X-ray diffraction was used to produce (111) pole figures for the Ni samples

studied in this experiment. This was necessary to confirm that the cube texture in each Ni

sample was well developed and to ensure that AFM and EBSD data had been collected

fi-om typical specimens of RABiTS Ni. The (111) x-ray pole figures for the Ni specimens

annealed at 800°C for 10, 30 ,60, and 120 minutes are shown in Figure 4.12 (a, b, c, and

d). As can be seen, the cube texture, which is defined by the sharpness and intensity of the

four (111) peaks, is very well developed in each sample. Any large deviation fi:om the

desired cube texture would be manifested in the pole figures as a severe broadening of the

(111) peaks. For a single crystal of Ni, a (111) pole figure would consist only of four

highly intense (111) spots. The slight broadening of the (111) peaks in Figure 4.12 is due

The low intensity regionsto small, in-plane and out-of-plane, grain misalignments.

surrounding the peaks are thought to be caused by the random reflection of x-rays off of

the sample stage used to oscillate the specimen through the x-ray beam.

4.6 Grain Size and Growth

The grain size of each Ni sample was measured to confirm that it was in fair

agreement with the average grain size of 50-100 pm reported by Goyal et al.^ for RABiTS

Ni recrystallized at 1000°C for 4 hrs. The results of the measurements are listed in Table

4.1, and Figure 4.13 shows optical photomicrographs of the grain structures of samples

after recrystallization. As can be seen, the grain sizes measured in this study are at the

bottom end of the reported range, possibly due to the lower annealing temperature. Also,
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Grain size measurement data for RABiTS Ni samples afterTable 4.1.

recrystallization.

Annealing
Temperature

Mean Value of

the Mean

Lineal

Intercept (mm)

Percent

Relative

Accuracy

Average
Grain

Diameter

Annealing
Time

(minutes) (°C)
(mm)

10 800 0.0394 8.47 0.0443

0.046830 800 0.0416 3.32

6.25 0.051960 800 0.0462

120 800 0.0474 5.89 0.0533
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(a) Annealed at 800°C, 10 min. Average grain diameter dayg = 0.0443 mm.

•VA

(b) Annealed at 800°C, 30min. Average grain diameter davg = 0.0468 mm.

Figure 4.13 Photomicrographs of the grain structure of RABiTS Ni samples
after recrystallization. Samples were etched with glyceregia for 90 seconds.
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(c) Annealed at 800°C, 1 hr. Average grain diameter davg = 0.0519 mm.

*•

(d) Annealed at 800°C, 2hrs. Average grain diameter 0.0533 mm.

Figure 4.13 (continued)
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the tabulated data show that average grain size does not increase significantly with

increasing annealing time beyond 10 minutes. In the first 10 minutes of recrystallization,

growth was extremely rapid, and grains grew fî om very small nuclei to an average

diameter of approximately 44 pm.

If a polycrystaUine metal, such as the Ni used to prepare samples in this study, is

32
cold rolled to greater than 90% reduction, a rolling texture develops in the material.

Upon recrystallization at high temperature, new grains nucleate and grow with a preferred

orientation. These grains have higher mobility grain boimdaries and grow faster than

grains with no preferred orientation. Thus, they will consume the randomly oriented

32grains, and a recrystallization texture will develop. If, however, the consumption of

highly misoriented grains is slowed due to grain-boundary pinmng by thermal grooves, the

cube texture of a specimen may be adversely affected. It is difficult to conclusively

determine if grain growth in RABiTS Ni is significantly slowed by grain-boundary

groovmg.
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CHAPTERS

CONCLUSIONS

The effects of annealing time, equilibrium angle, and absolute misorientation angle

on thermal grain-boimdary grooving in cube-textured nickel have been investigated. This

study has revealed that Mullins’ theory adequately describes the thermal grooving

phenomenon in RABiTS nickel. Thus, his theory may be used to predict the time-

dependent growth behavior of thermal grooves. Also, Mullins’ theory shows how the

equilibrium angle of a groove can affect its growth. Concerning absolute misorientation

angle, its effect on grooving is difficult to determine because of other factors which affect

the grain-boundary energy. The specific conclusions developed from this work are as

follows;

1. Thermal grain-boundary grooves form in abundance on RABiTS Ni samples

annealed at or above 800°C. These grooves can occur in two morphologies: dtffiision-

induced and faceted. The groove morphology depends on the conditions of annealing.

specifically the annealing temperature and the local aimealing atmosphere.

2. On average, the dimensions of diffusion-induced, thermal grain-boundary

grooves on RABiTS Ni samples increase with time in accordance with Mullins’ theory of

groove formation and growth by surface diffusion. Thus, the initial growth rate of thermal

grooves is very rapid with the rate decreasing with increasing annealing time.
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3. Generally, the thermal grooves in RABiTS Ni have very small dimensions with

depths no larger than 650 A and widths no larger than 2.5 pm after 2hrs. of annealing at

800°C in vacuum. However, some deep grooves 1500 A) were observed surrounding

small grains (10-20 pm).

4. From AFM measurements, it was determined that the average depth of thermal

grain-boundary grooves increases with increasing equilibrium angle in the small-slope

Also, the rate of grooving increases with increasing equilibrium angle.regime.

Equilibrium angle has no measurable eflFect on groove width.

5. A strong relationship does not exist between absolute misorientation angle and

grain-boundary groove depth; however, there seems to be a tendency for groove depth to

increase with increasing misorientation angle. The lack of a strong correlation may be due

to the effect of grain-boundary plane orientation on grain-boundary energy.

6. The grain size and degree of cube texture of the RABiTS Ni samples examined

in this experiment are consistent with results reported by Goyal et al.^

7. Although grain-boimdary grooves in RABiTS Ni were observed to have a high

ratio of width to depth (30-40:1) and do not appear to be a serious mechanical flaw, they

may still cause growth defects to form in subsequently deposited layers of a RABiT

substrate. These growth defects could create mechanical weaknesses in the oxide layers

which may rupture under stress.

8. Using the data collected in this study, more research is necessary to determine if

grain-boimdary grooves in RABiTS Ni can behave as initiation sites for cracks in the oxide

layers (buffer and superconductor) under specific types of mechanical loading.
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9. Because thermal grooves are formed as a result of a surface effect, it may be

possible to stop their formation by altering the surface condition of the material. For

example, the Ni could be recrystallized at low temperature to form the cube-texture. At

400-500°C, no significant grooves would form. Then the sample could be coated with an

oxide buffer layer and annealed at high temperature to bring grain growth to an effective

termination. This final anneal would also refine the cube-texture.

As mentioned previously, grain-boundary grooves do not seem to be severe

mechanical defects because of their subtle geometry, but they should not be dismissed

because other serious flaws may form as a result of their presence. The information

presented in this thesis is intended to provide a basis for further work in which the effects

of thermal grooves on the performance of layered conductors are modeled or

experimentally determined.
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APPENDIX

EXPERIMENTAL ERROR
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In this experiment a very large number of linear measurements were made with an

atomic force microscope, and several calculations were performed using the data from

these measurements. The sources and effects of systematic and random experimental

errors on these measurements are considered.

Sources of systematic error in atomic force microscope measurements may be

instrumental electrical noise, probe tip diameter and geometry effects, and faulty

caUbration of the piezoelectric scanner response. Care was taken to reduce each of these

sources of systematic error. Electrical noise was controlled by performing a noise test

each time a tip was replaced. Tips which produced more than 5 A rms noise were

discarded. Measurement errors due to tip diameter and geometry are more difficult to

quantify and correct because the tip wears with use. Thus, its diameter and geometry at

any given time are unknown. The only practical method of controlling error due to tip

effects was to change the tip periodically. Also, if an obviously distorted image was

produced by the AFM, the tip was changed. Unfortimately, a tip deconvolution algorithm.

AI,A2like that developed by Markiewicz and Goh, was not available for the Auto Probe XL

AFM at the onset of this experiment. To reduce error due to the response of the

piezoelectric scanner, it was cahbrated with measurement standards. Also, a calibration

curve was generated for the z-piezo response so that corrections could be apphed to the

data if necessary.

Concerning the effects of systematic errors on AFM measurements, sinusoidal

electrical noise would cause periodic distortions in the fast-scan direction of the AFM

image and create a maximum error in z-height measurements of plus or minus the value of
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the ampUtude of the noise. Tip diameter can affect the depth measurements of grooves as

shown in Figure A.I. Because the tip diameter is finite (diameter of new tip 20 nm), it

cannot reach the absolute minima of a grain boimdary groove. Thus, it will yield a

measurement which is less than the true depth of the groove. Also, as the equilibrium

angle of the groove increases, the effect causes the error to become more severe. The

effect of faulty calibration of the AFM scanner would simply be to offset the measurement

values.

For this experiment, examples of random errors are measurement fluctuations

because of human error, sudden changes in the AFM probe tip diameter or geometry (i.e.

the tip accumulates debris, water, etc.), and random fluctuations of groove dimensions and

geometry along the groove length which create uncertainty in mean values of depth.

width, and equilibrium angle. Measurement fluctuations were minimized by carefully

identifying the maxima and minima between which groove measurements were made. As

with systematic error caused by tip effects, those caused by random changes in tip

diameter and geometry are difficult to quantify and reduce. To help keep such errors to a

minimum, only very clean samples were examined, and the humidity in the AFM

laboratory was monitored and controlled. Uncertainty in mean groove depth and width as

a result of random fluctuations in groove dimensions can be minimized by performing

more measurements and reducing the standard deviation fi’om the mean. Unfortunately,

the number of measurements needed to do this was prohibitively large.

The effect of all random errors is to create scatter in the data collected. Scatter in

the data due to human error and sudden changes in the probe tip diameter and
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Figure A.l. Schematic diagram of measurement error due to
the finite diameter of an AFM prohe tip. The error in the
measurement of depth is greater for a groove with  a large
equilibrium angle (dashed line) than for one with  a small
equilibrium angle (solid line).
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geometry is thought to be small. However, scatter due to sudden, random fluctuations in

groove dimensions is thought to fairly significant. In some cases, the standard deviation

fi-om the mean depth of a groove was found to be greater than 100 A. An uncertainty of

this magnitude indicates that the depth measurements may be very imprecise and that the

histograms in Figures 4.5 may not be good representations of the distributions of groove

depths. Likewise, similar uncertainties in the mean widths of grooves indicate that the

histograms in Figure 4.4 may not be experimentally reproducible.
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